The classical regenerative method of simulation output analysis exploits the regenerative structure of a stochastic process to break up a path into independent and identically distributed cycles based on a single sequence of regeneration times. If a process is regenerative with respect to more than one sequence of regeneration times, the classical regenerative method does not exploit the additional structure, and the variance of the resulting estimator for certain performance measures (e.g., the time-average variance constant) can vary greatly depending on the particular regeneration sequence chosen. In a previous paper we introduced an e ciency-improvement technique for regenerative simulation of processes having two sequences of regeneration times based on permuting regenerative cycles associated with the second sequence of regeneration points. In this paper we show how to exploit more than two regeneration sequences. In particular, for birth-death Markov chains, the regenerations associated with hitting times to each state can all be exploited. We present empirical results that show signi cant variance reductions in some cases, and the results seem to indicate that the permuted estimator for the time-average variance constant can have variance that is independent of the primary regeneration sequence used to run the simulation.
Introduction
The goal of a discrete-event simulation is typically to estimate some steady-state or transient performance measure of a stochastic system. For example, one may be interested in determining the expected steady-state waiting times in a queueing system or the time-average variance of the number of customers in the system.
The classical regenerative method (Crane and Iglehart 1975) of simulation output analysis exploits the regenerative structure of a stochastic process to break up a path into independent and identically distributed cycles based on a single sequence of regeneration times. One can then construct asymptotically valid con dence intervals.
Many stochastic processes arising in practice are regenerative with respect to more than one sequence of regeneration times. For example, if the process is an irreducible Markov chain on a nite state space, then the successive hitting times to any xed state form a regeneration sequence. However, the classical regenerative method does not exploit the additional structure in such a model, and the particular choice of the regeneration sequence can signi cantly a ect the variability of the regenerative estimator of certain performance measures (e.g., the time-average variance constant). Unfortunately, there are no reliable rules that can a priori select a \good" regeneration sequence.
In a previous paper (Calvin and Nakayama 1998a) we introduced a new class of estimators for simulations of processes with two sequences of regeneration points. The basic idea of the method is to run a simulation of a xed number of regeneration cycles corresponding to one sequence of regeneration points, permute the cycles corresponding to a second sequence of regeneration points to obtain a new sample path, and compute an estimate based on the new path. The new estimator is the average of the estimates computed for all possible permutations. The estimators were proven to have the same bias and no greater (and at times signi cantly smaller) variance than the standard estimator. However, when simulating systems with more than two regeneration sequences, we empirically found that the variance of the resulting estimator can vary greatly depending on the particular pair of sequences chosen. For some pairs, the variance was reduced by a factor of up to 8, but for other pairs, there was no variance reduction. Since it may be di cult to identify a \good" pair of regeneration sequences prior to running the simulation, one may not be able to apply the method as a \black box."
In this paper we show how to exploit all regeneration sequences simultaneously when there are more than two such sequences. We begin by simulating a xed number of cycles with respect to one regeneration sequence, which we call sequence 1. The idea is that simultaneously permuting cycles for all regeneration sequences results in a new sample path that has the same distribution as the original path. The new estimator is obtained by averaging over all such transformed paths, which reduces variance even more than the previous method based on only two sequences. We derive closed-form expressions for the average, so the computational overhead is small; typically the variance reduction far outweighs the additional computational costs.
We present numerical results that show that permuting all possible regeneration sequences can yield large variance reductions (up to a factor of 66 in our experiments). The amount of variance reduction is at least as much as that obtained from our previous method using any pair of sequences. Moreover (and perhaps more signi cantly), the results seem to indicate that when estimating the time-average variance constant, the method yields an estimator whose variability is a ected little by the choice of sequence 1. Thus, the method can apparently be used as a \black box" since it does not rely on the user to specify di cult-to-choose parameters (i.e., which regeneration sequences to use).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the basic idea of permuted regenerative estimators using two regeneration sequences and then describe how to exploit more than two sequences under certain assumptions. In Section 3, we modify our permuted estimator based on only two regeneration sequences from Calvin and Nakayama (1998a) to derive a new estimator. We then use this to construct the permuted estimators for multiple regeneration sequences in Section 4. In Section 5 we extend some ideas developed in Calvin and Nakayama (1997) to prove a strong law of large numbers and a central limit theorem for the new permuted estimator. Thus, we can construct con dence intervals for the estimator. Section 6 presents the results of numerical experiments. Some of the results of this paper appear (without proofs) in Calvin and Nakayama (1998c) .
Basic Idea
We rst review the basic idea of the approach using two distinct regeneration sequences and then describe how to exploit more than two sequences; see Calvin and Nakayama (1998a) for details on the technique in the setting of two regeneration sequences. Let X = fX(t) : t 0g be a continuoustime stochastic process having sample paths that are right continuous with left limits on a state space S < d . We can handle discrete-time processes fX n : n = 0; 1; 2; : : :g in this framework by letting X(t) = X btc for all t 0, where bac is the greatest integer less than or equal to a. Let T = fT(i) : i = 0; 1; 2; : : :g be an increasing sequence of nonnegative nite stopping times.
Consider the random pair (X; T) and the shift
We de ne the pair (X; T) to be a (possibly delayed) regenerative process (in the classic sense) if (i) f T(i) (X; T) : i = 0; 1; 2; : : :g are identically distributed; and (ii) for each i 0, T(i) (X; T) does not depend on the \prehistory" (X(t)) t<T(i) ; T(0); T(1); : : : ; T(i) :
See p. 19 of Kalashnikov (1994) for further details. Simulation methods for regenerative processes have been extensively investigated; e.g., see Shedler (1993) and references therein. We assume the following: A1 There are s 2 distinct increasing sequences of nonnegative nite stopping times, T 1 = fT 1 (i) : i = 0; 1; 2; : : :g with T 1 (0) = 0, T 2 = fT 2 (i) : i = 0; 1; 2; : : :g, : : :, T s = fT s (i) : i = 0; 1; 2; : : :g, such that (X; T 1 ) and (X; T j ), 2 j s, are all regenerative processes. For example, if X is an irreducible, positive-recurrent, discrete-time or continuous-time Markov chain on the state space f1; 2; : : : ; sg, then we can de ne T j to be the sequence of hitting times to the state j for 1 j s, where we assume that X(0) = 1. We use the terminology that for 1 j s, the kth j-cycle is the segment of the sample path from time T j (k ? 1) to T j (k). Also, we call any T j stopping time a j-regeneration.
To simplify the analysis and notation, we will develop estimators under the following assumption regarding the regeneration sequences,:
A2 Any i-regeneration and any (i + 2)-regeneration are separated by an (i + 1)-regeneration, and any (i + 2)-regeneration and any i-regeneration are separated by an (i + 1)-regeneration.
In other words, no \cycles" are allowed in regeneration sequences. For example, the assumption disallows a process in which a 1-regeneration is followed by a 2-regeneration, which is followed by a 3-regeneration, which is followed by a 1-regeneration. Our assumption is satis ed, for example, by birth-death processes where the jth regeneration sequence is de ned by the hitting times to state j. It is also satis ed when the process X corresponds to the number of total customers in an M=G=1 queue with last-come-rst-served, preemptive-repeat service discipline.
We start by reviewing the technique that uses two regeneration sequences. The simplest way of explaining the method is as follows. Suppose that we want to estimate some performance measure , and we have available a \standard" estimator of , which we will denote by b m (X), based on a sample pathX of a xed number m of 1-cycles. Choose a regeneration sequence j, 2 j s. Construct a new sample pathX 0 fromX by permuting the j-cycles in the path. More speci cally, let M j be the number of occurrences of stopping times from the sequence T j that occur during the m 1-cycles in the pathX. Note that if M j = 0 or 1, then the pathX has no j-cycles, and if M j = 2, then there is only one j-cycle. Assume now that M j 3. Then for the given pathX, we can look at the (M j ? 1) j-cycles in the path. We generate a uniform random permutation of the (M j ? 1) j-cycles within the pathX, and this gives us our new sample pathX 0 , which also has m 1-cycles. Calvin and Nakayama (1998a) prove thatX 0 andX have the same distribution. Now for the new sample pathX 0 , we can calculate b m (X 0 ), which is just the standard estimator applied to the new sample pathX 0 . Denote the number of possible pathsX 0 we can construct from X by permuting cycles by N(X), which depends onX and is therefore random. We label these , each of which has the same distribution asX, and for each one we compute b m (X (i) ). We nally de ne our new estimator for to be e m (X) = 1 N(X)
In Section 3 we present closed-form expressions for a speci c permuted estimator e m (X) when only using two regeneration sequences. Our purpose in this paper is to show how to exploit all regeneration sequences. To do this, we create a new sample pathX 0 from the original pathX by permuting all regeneration sequences simultaneously. We accomplish this by rst permuting the 1-cycles, then the 2-cycles, and so on.
We do this for all s regeneration sequences to get the new pathX 0 , which has the same distribution as the original path. We let N(X) denote the number of possible paths that can be constructed in this manner, and denote the paths byX (i) , i = 1; 2; : : : ; N(X), as before. We then compute the new estimator as (1). In Section 4 we present closed-form expressions for a speci c permuted estimator e m (X) when using all regeneration sequences simultaneously.
Two Regeneration Sequences
We consider estimating
(2) where (5) where the \1" in b m (1;X) denotes that the 1-cycles are used to construct the estimator. We want to derive a formula for the permuted estimator of . In Calvin and Nakayama (1998b) we describe a class of performance-measure estimators that fall within this framework, including likelihoodratio derivative estimators (e.g., see Glynn 1990) , Tin estimators for low-bias estimation of ratios of means (e.g., see p. 104 of Shedler 1993) , and estimators of the second moment of the cumulative reward over a cycle and the time-average variance constant (which appears in the central limit theorem for the time-average reward; e.g., see p. 100 of Shedler 1993).
For Z = U; V , let Z " i;i (k) be the kth instance of the Z functional over an excursion from an i-regeneration back to an i-regeneration with no intervening j-regenerations for j < i, but with regenerations from the other sequences possible in between. For example, if the rst six regenerations on a particular sample path are from sequences 1, 2, 1, 2, 3, and 2, then U " 2;2 (1) = R T 2 (2) T 2 (1) f U (X(t)) dt. For i; j 2 S, let h i;j be the number of times on the sample pathX that a stopping time from the i sequence is followed next by a stopping time from the j sequence, and number the instances of the Z functional between these times Z i;j (1); Z i;j (2); : : : ; Z i;j (h i;j ); and similarly number the Z " i;i 's Z " i;i (1); Z " i;i (2); : : : ; Z " i;i (h i;i + h i;i+1 ):
In Figure 1 we illustrate some of our notation with an example of a sample pathX of a continuous-time process X on a continuous state space S. Regeneration sequence i, i = 1; 2; 3; 4, corresponds to successive hits to state i. The number of 1-cycles is m = 4, and h 4;4 = 0, h 1;1 = h 3;3 = h 3;4 = h 4;3 = 1, h 2;2 = h 2;3 = h 3;2 = 2, and h 1;2 = h 2;1 = 3.
In general, e m (1;X) will denote the expectation of b m (1;X) with respect to a random ordering of all of the regeneration cycles. We rst specialize to the case s = 2. The following theorem generalizes a similar result that appears in Calvin and Nakayama (1998b) . Theorem 1 Suppose that there are s = 2 regeneration sequences and we want to estimate de ned in (2), and assume that E U(1) Proof. When s = 2, equation (6) is the expectation of the standard estimator with respect to a random ordering of the 1-cycles and 2-cycles, and we can think of h 2;2 in (6) as the number of 2-regenerations that are not followed by a 1-regeneration. If s > 2, then h 2;2 + h 2;3 is the number of 2-regenerations that are not followed by a 1-regeneration, and so in (6) we replace h 2;2 with h 2;2 + h 2;3 , which is the total number of the U " 2;2 (j)'s. Hence, with this modi cation to (6), we can now interpret (6) as the conditional expectation from randomly permuting the 1-cycles and 2-cycles, given the original orderings of the 3-cycles through the s-cycles. In other words, letting E i 1 ;i 2 ;:::;ip denote expectation with respect to uniform random permutations of the i 1 -cycles through the i p -cycles, we get that (6) 2;2 (l)V " 2;2 (l); which can be expressed as h 1;2 ? 1 h 1;2 + 1 (h 2;2 + h 2;3 ) b (2;X 2 ); whereX 2 is the original pathX but with all the 1 ! 1, 1 ! 2, and 2 ! 1 segments deleted. (Here, we use the terminology \i ! j segment" to denote a segment of the sample path from an i-regeneration to a j-regeneration, with no other regenerations in between.) In Figure 2 we demonstrate how this is done for the sample path given in Figure 1 . The top picture in Figure 2 shows the original path in Figure 1 with the 1 ! 1, 1 ! 2, and 2 ! 1 segments removed, and the bottom picture shows the sample pathX 2 obtained by concatenating the remaining segments.
Taking expectations with respect to uniform random permutations of the r-cycles for r = 3; 4; : : : ; s, therefore gives the recursive formula To use Theorem 2 based on v-cycles for v > 1, renumber the states as follows: v ? 1 becomes 2 0 , v ? 2 becomes 3 0 , . . . , 1 becomes s 0 , v + 1 becomes 2, v + 2 becomes 3, and so on.
Central Limit Theorem
We now prove a central limit theorem for our estimator e m e m (1;X). To establish this result, we will use the following key observation: For any i and k, U i;i (k) is de ned over a single 1-cycle. Similarly, U i;i+1 (k), U i+1;i (k), and U " i+1;i+1 (l) are each de ned over a single 1-cycle. The same holds for the corresponding V variables. This will allow us to derive an expression for the estimator e m as a function of the sample mean of i.i.d. vectors de ned over 1-cycles, plus a remainder term that appropriately vanishes. Our approach generalizes a technique developed in Calvin and Nakayama (1997) .
To do this, we need more notation. De ne H i;i (n) to be the set of k-indices for which U i;i (k) is de ned over the n-th 1-cycle; i.e., H i;i (n) = fk 1 : T 1 (n ? 1) T i (k ? 1) < T i (k) T 1 (n)g.
Observe that H i;i (n) is also the set of k-indices for which V i;i (k) is de ned over the n-th 1-cycle. Similarly, de ne H i;i+1 (n) to be the set of k-indices for which U i;i+1 (k) is de ned over the n-th 1-cycle. Analogously de ne the sets H i+1;i (n) and H " i+1;i+1 (n) relative to the variables U i+1;i (k) and U " i+1;i+1 (k), respectively. For example in Figure 1 , H 2;2 (1) = H 2;2 (2) = H 2;2 (3) = ; and H 2;2 (3) = f1; 2g. Also, H " 2;2 (1) = f1g, H " 2;2 (2) = f2g, H " 2;2 (3) = ;, and H " 2;2 (4) = f3g, For each i = 1; 2; : : : ; s, de ne the following variables:
A i;1 (n) = jH i;i+1 (n)j;
Also, de ne A(n) = (A i;j (n) : i = 1; 2; : : : ; s; j = 1; 2; : : : ; 9), n = 1; 2; : : :, and note that A(n) is a random vector de ned over the n-th 1-cycle. ( 
where the superscript T denotes transpose. Thus, applying the following approach, we can estimate from the same simulation that is used to construct the permuted estimator e m . First generate a sample path of m 1-cycles and compute e m . From the same sample path, compute the A i;j (m), i = 1; 2; : : : ; s, j = 1; 2; : : : ; 9. Then compute rf( A(m)). Also, we estimate the covariance (i;j);(k;l) , i; k = 1; 2; : : : ; s, j; l = 1; 2; : : : ; 9, bŷ where is the upper =2 critical point of a standard normal distribution (i.e., PfN(0; 1) g = 1 ? =2) and N(x; y) denotes a normal random variable with mean x and variance y.
For k 1, let U(jf U j; k) = R T 1 (k) T 1 (k?1) jf U (X(t))jdt and V (jf V j; k) = R T 1 (k) T 1 (k?1) jf V (X(t))jdt. Let \)" denote convergence in distribution. Then the following holds.
Theorem 3 Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we only prove the result when the functions f U and f V de ned in (3) and (4), respectively, are non-negative. The results can easily be generalized for arbitrary functions. Note that
Thus, our assumption implies that i;2 < 1. Similar arguments can be made to establish that i;j < 1 and that E A i;j (1) 2 ] < 1 for j = 3; 4; : : : ; 9. Note that A i;1 (n) is bounded by a geometric random variable, and so it has nite moments of all orders. It then follows that and are nite.
Note that h 1;1 + h 1;2 = m, and so in (7), we can bring the 1=m inside the summation and multiply it through to get that 
Numerical Experiments
We now present some numerical results from simulating a discrete-time Markov chain using our permuted estimators. We let each stopping-time sequence correspond to successive hitting times to a xed state, and we compute the estimators based on only one regeneration sequence (i.e., the standard estimators) and the permuted estimators using all of the sequences. We run di erent experiments with di erent choices of return state v; i.e., we let the T 1 -sequence correspond to hits to state v for di erent choices of v.
The model is a discrete-time Markov chain X = fX n : n = 0; 1; 2; : : :g on state space S = f0; 1; : : : ; sg with transition probability matrix R(i; i + 1) = s=2 i + s=2 = 1 ? R(i; i ? 1) for 0 < i < s and R(0; 1) = R(s; s ? 1) = 1. This chain is the discrete-time version of the Erlang loss system. Tables 1{3 contain the results from running three di erent sets of numerical experiments to estimate the time-average variance constant 2 X with s = 50, s = 100, and s = 200. Each experiment consisted of 1,000 independent replications. In each table the second (resp., third) column gives the sample variance over the 1,000 replications of the standard (resp., permuted) estimators of 2 X . The last column gives the ratio of the sample variances. The number of cycles was adjusted for each choice of return state so that on average about 200,000 transitions were generated in each replication. Thus, the di erent results are comparable.
In each table the rst row corresponds to experiments with v equal to the steady-state mean of the process X. Notice that when v is the steady-state mean, the relative improvement from the permuted estimator over the standard estimator is roughly the same as the model size increases.
The other rows correspond to experiments with v increasingly farther from the mean. In these cases, the variance of the standard estimator increases with the distance of v from the mean, whereas the variance of the permuted estimator stays about the same. Thus, the amount of variance reduction from permuting increases with the distance of v from the mean (with the maximum variance reduction of a factor of 66).
As noted before, the sample variance of the permuted estimator is relatively insensitive to the choice of return state v, and always results in a variance reduction. This is desirable since when one is simulating a system with more than one regeneration sequence, the variability of estimators of certain performance measures (e.g., the time-average variance constant) can di er greatly depending on the choice of the return state when applying the classical regenerative method. Unfortunately, there are no reliable rules that can a priori choose a \good" sequence for the classical regenerative method when more than one sequence is available. Also, if we use the estimator from Calvin and Nakayama (1998a) that exploits only two regeneration sequences, then the amount of variance reduction varies signi cantly depending on the particular pair of sequences used. On the other hand, it seems that one can avoid this problem by applying our method, which uses all sequences simultaneously. Thus, it appears that our method can be applied as a \black box." 
